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Abstract

Recently, many studies have demonstrated the use of teleseismic P wave coda autocorrelation for imaging lithosphere structures.

However, the reliability of the extracted reflections remains uncertain and a means of evaluation is lacking. In this paper, we

propose a velocity analysis method that conveniently solves this problem in place of a synthetic experiment. This method

considers the average velocity used for the horizontal slowness correction as an unknown quantity, and then uses the continuously

varying average velocity for the horizontal slowness correction. Finally, this method obtains a stacked result that varies with

the average velocity and the vertical two-way travel time to produce a va-t0 diagram. This method is similar to the velocity

analysis method used in exploration geophysics. In this diagram, reliable reflections correspond to focused energy clusters,

while noise lacks this feature. Therefore, this method helps determine which reflections are reliable, while also finding the

appropriate parameters for data processing. Synthetic data tests were performed to demonstrate the validity of this method,

as well as a test of field data for station BOSA, which illustrates the successful application of the method in the case of a

sharp and flat Moho discontinuity. Finally, we applied the method to the NCISP-6 dense array, and observed obvious energy

clusters representing reflections from the Moho discontinuity in the results of most stations. The depth and shape of the Moho

discontinuity determined by this test is consistent with receiver function results, which verifies the robustness of this method

in relatively complex applications.
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Key Points:6

• Extracting reflections from teleseismic P wave coda autocorrelation is well estab-7

lished, but there is a need to evaluate their reliability.8
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Abstract12

Recently, many studies have demonstrated the use of teleseismic P wave coda autocor-13

relation for imaging lithosphere structures. However, the reliability of the extracted re-14

flections remains uncertain and a means of evaluation is lacking. In this paper, we pro-15

pose a velocity analysis method that conveniently solves this problem in place of a syn-16

thetic experiment. This method considers the average velocity used for the horizontal17

slowness correction as an unknown quantity, and then uses the continuously varying av-18

erage velocity for the horizontal slowness correction. Finally, this method obtains a stacked19

result that varies with the average velocity and the vertical two-way travel time to pro-20

duce a va−t0 diagram. This method is similar to the velocity analysis method used in21

exploration geophysics. In this diagram, reliable reflections correspond to focused en-22

ergy clusters, while noise lacks this feature. Therefore, this method helps determine which23

reflections are reliable, while also finding the appropriate parameters for data process-24

ing. Synthetic data tests were performed to demonstrate the validity of this method, as25

well as a test of field data for station BOSA, which illustrates the successful application26

of the method in the case of a sharp and flat Moho discontinuity. Finally, we applied the27

method to the NCISP-6 dense array, and observed obvious energy clusters representing28

reflections from the Moho discontinuity in the results of most stations. The depth and29

shape of the Moho discontinuity determined by this test is consistent with receiver func-30

tion results, which verifies the robustness of this method in relatively complex applica-31

tions.32

1 Introduction33

Existing methods for extracting P-wave reflections from the coda of the teleseis-34

mic first-P phase (or global phase PKIKP) are based on the hypothesis of Claerbout (1968).35

The P-wave reflections of horizontally stratified acoustic media can be retrieved from au-36

tocorrelation of plane-wave transmission. Ruigrok and Wapenaar (2012) extended the37

hypothesis to global-scale seismology and referred to the method as global-phase seis-38

mic interferometry (abbreviated as GloPSI). Like PKIKP the global phase (with an epi-39

central distance greater than 120 degrees) propagates through the upper mantle in a nearly40

planar orientation before arriving at seismic stations. The coda wave of the PKIKP phase41

contains reverberations in the lithosphere and the vertical component is a good approx-42

imation of the P-wave transmission response. So GloPSI is consistent with the original43

setting of Claerbout (1968). Using this method, they extracted P-wave reflections from44

crustal structures below the Himalayas and Tibet and demonstrated that GloPSI can45

be used to image crustal structures. However, their results contained discontinuous re-46

flections of the Moho and included many reflections of uncertain origin. These features47

rendered the interpretation of the results difficult and unreliable. Nishitsuji et al. (2016)48

also employed this method to image the aseismic zones of the Nazca slab. They found49

an attenuated zone at a depth deeper than the Moho, which is consistent with the pres-50

ence of an aseismic dipping subducting slab. This demonstrated the potential of GloPSI51

to image structures below the Moho. However, the authors stated that their interpre-52

tation was not unambiguous because many reflections in the image were difficult to in-53

terpret.54

In practice, the events used by GloPSI (epicentral distances greater than 120 de-55

gree) are usually few. For example, the number of phases utilized in the study of the Ti-56

bet subarray and the Himalaya subarray are 17 and 34, respectively (Ruigrok & Wape-57

naar, 2012). Since the individual autocorrelograms contain noise due to the source and58

raypath, a sufficient number of autocorrelograms must be available to efficiently suppress59

the noise by stacking. This may be the cause of the artifacts in their results. To utilize60

as many events as possible, Sun and Kennett (2016) proposed a method, seismic day-61

light imaging, which used events with epicentral distances between 30 and 90 degrees.62

They then used this method to obtain an image of the mid-lithosphere discontinuity be-63
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neath the western and central parts of the North China Craton (NCC) (Sun & Kennett,64

2017). They attempted to reveal fine-scale structures in the lithosphere by using a broad65

high-frequency band (0.5-4 Hz); however, clear reflections of the Moho or the mid-lithosphere66

discontinuity cannot be readily identified from their results. This ambiguity may adversely67

affect the reliability of such interpretations, despite the principles presented in another68

paper (Sun et al., 2018). In addition, the use of Bayesian inversion in P wave coda au-69

tocorrelation for crustal imaging (Tork Qashqai et al., 2019), may produce stable inver-70

sions from clear reflections.71

Therefore, extracting clear reflections and suppressing noise are the two main dif-72

ficulties of the P wave coda autocorrelation method. By adding spectral whitening be-73

fore autocorrelation and using a phase-weighted stack method, Pha.m and Tkali (2017)74

successfully extracted a clear reflection of the Moho below the bedrock station BOSA75

from the teleseismic P wave coda. They further applied this method to investigate prop-76

erties of the Antarctic ice sheet (Pha.m & Tkali, 2018). Using a similar procedure, Plescia77

et al. (2020) reported a successful application of the method for imaging upper crustal78

and basin structures. This demonstrated the ability of the autocorrelation method to79

recover clear reflections and its potential to image shallow structures. In this study, we80

propose a method for solving a related issue: namely, how to evaluate the reliability of81

the reflections extracted by autocorrelation. This issue is very important for the extrac-82

tion of reflections and distinguishing between reflections and artifacts in interpretation.83

Our proposed method is based on the observation that there are differences in the84

time delays of reflections extracted by autocorrelation of the coda wave of events with85

different ray parameters. This time difference can only be cancelled by the correct P-86

wave velocity, assuming that the ray parameters of the events are known. These corrected87

autocorrelograms are then stacked and we use the continuously varying P-wave veloc-88

ity to correct the autocorrelograms. Finally, we obtain a stacked result that varies with89

the P-wave velocity and the vertical two-way travel time, that is, a va−t0 diagram. In90

this diagram, reliable reflections correspond to focused energy clusters, whereas noise is91

not associated with this feature. In the next section, we first derive the arrival time for-92

mula of the reflection extracted from the P wave coda autocorrelation and then present93

our proposed velocity analysis method based on this formula. We use a synthetic data94

test to show the potential of this method for extracting reliable reflections. In section95

3, we apply this method to field data from station BOSA to test the validity of this method96

in the case of a sharp and flat Moho discontinuity. We then apply this method to the97

field data of a dense array NCISP-6 in section 4 to test the robustness of this method98

in relatively complex situations. Finally, we present our conclusions and prospects for99

future study.100

2 Methods101

2.1 Teleseismic P-coda autocorrelation102

When seismic waves from distant earthquakes arrive at seismic stations, they prop-103

agate nearly vertically in the upper mantle. Their coda waves contain reverberations in104

the lithosphere, so the reflections of crust and upper mantle structures can be extracted105

by autocorrelating the coda wave. We use the relationship demonstrated by Ruigrok and106

Wapenaar (2012) here,107

vz(−t, xi) ∗ vz(t, xi) = −R(−t, xi) + δ(t) −R(t, xi), (1)108

where vz(t, xi) is the vertical-component record, R(t, xi) is the retrieved P-wave reflec-109

tion response, δ(t) is a delta pulse, ∗ denotes convolution, and xi represents the ith sta-110

tion. Equation 1 shows the relationship of seismic records and retrieved P-wave reflec-111

tion responses for one teleseismic event. The autocorrelation of seismic records includes112
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a plane wave approaching a receiver and its first-order

reverberations. The left panel shows the case for crust that contains many layers, and the right

panel shows an approximation of crust that is regarded as a single layer.

three parts. The causal part of the autocorrelation after muting the delta pulse and in-113

verting the polarity is the retrieved P-wave reflection response.114

In practice, stacking as many autocorrelation results as possible is needed to en-115

hance the effective reflection response and to suppress irregular noise. Ruigrok and Wape-116

naar (2012) directly stacked the autocorrelation results after spectral balancing. For GloPSI,117

this is reasonable because the incidence of the global seismic phase is nearly perpendic-118

ular below the station. In this case, the time difference caused by the horizontal slow-119

ness of different phases is relatively small. The seismic phase from teleseismic events (epi-120

central distances between 30 and 95 degrees) cannot be regarded as having a near-vertical121

incidence and the time difference caused by the horizontal slowness of different phases122

cannot be neglected. Sun and Kennett (2016) suggested that a moveout correction should123

be applied to the autocorrelograms of each event before stacking. They give a moveout124

correction function in the τ − p domain,125

τ0 ≈ τ/(1 − 1

2
v2

0p
2), (2)126

where τ0 is the vertical reflection time, τ is the real arrival time of the retrieved reflec-127

tion response, and v0 is the average velocity above an interface. The correction function128

was deduced from the relationship between the vertical reflection time and the real ar-129

rival time. After the moveout correction, the signal-to-noise ratio of the superimposed130

result clearly improves.131

2.2 Arrival time formula132

When a plane wave is incident on an inhomogeneous multi-layer medium (left panel133

in Figure 1), the arrival time of the reflection for interface n retrieved from teleseismic134

P-coda autocorrelation can be determined as,135

t = t3p − tp = 2

n∑
i=1

hi
cosθivi

−
2
∑n
i=1 hitanθisinψ

Vm
(3)136

where hi, vi, and θi are the thickness, P-wave velocity, and incident angle in each layer,137

respectively. Vm and ψ are respectively the P-wave velocity and incident angle below the138

Moho.139
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Figure 2. Comparison of arrival times calculated from the average velocity (blue line) and the

real layer velocity (red line).

Taking the horizontal slowness (p = sinθi
vi

= sinψ
Vm

) of the incident plane wave,140

Equation 3 can be rewritten as141

t = 2

n∑
i=1

hi

vi
√

1 − p2v2
i

− 2p2
n∑
i=1

hivi√
1 − p2v2

i

. (4)142

Equation 4 contains the thickness and velocity of each layer, which is difficult to use in143

practice.144

Here we introduce an average velocity Va above the target interface. It is defined145

as,146

Va =

∑n
i=1 hi∑n
i=1

hi

vi

(5)147

In this case (right panel in Figure 1), the arrival time of the reflection retrieved from P148

wave coda autocorrelation can be determined as,149

t = t3p − tp =
2H

Vacosθ
− 2Htanθsinψ

Vm
. (6)150

where H is the depth of target interface n. Equation 6 is then reduced to151

t =
2H

Va
cosθ = t0

√
1 − p2V 2

a . (7)152

where t0 is the vertical two-way arrival time of the reflection at target interface n.153

We can then test the validity of using the average velocity as an approximation of154

the layered velocity. For crust containing three layers with thicknesses of 5, 23, and 8155

km, the P-wave velocity of each layer is 4.671, 6.228, and 6.574 km/s, respectively. The156

average velocity can be calculated as 6.0197 km/s using Equation 5. For an incident plane157

wave with horizontal slowness ranging from 0 to 0.08 s/km, a comparison of arrival times158

calculated from the average velocity and the real layer velocity is shown in Figure 2. It159

is apparent that the difference in arrival times between these two methods is small; there-160

fore, the approximation is acceptable.161

2.3 Moveout correction and stacking162

Using Equation 7, we proposed a stacking formula (Equation 8) that directly in-163

cludes the moveout correction:164
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R0(t0, xi) =
1

N

N∑
ei=1

R(t0(
√

1 − p2v2
a,t0), xi, ei) (8)165

where, R0 is a linear-stack zero-offset reflection response, R is the reflection response re-166

trieved using Equation 1, xi represents th ith station, ei represents the ith event, and va,t0167

represents the average velocity at t0 time, which is converted from the reference veloc-168

ity model. For synthetic data, the reference velocity model is the true velocity model.169

For field data, the reference velocity model can be the known P-wave velocity model (2-170

D or simply 1-D, as in IASP91 or PREM) in the research area or scanned as described171

in section 2.4.172

The retrieved reflections are directly linearly stacked using Equation 8. We also give173

a formula (Equation 9) for correcting the retrieved reflections to use with other stack-174

ing methods (like the phase-whited stacking method) or for comparing reflections be-175

fore and after the horizontal slowness correction:176

Rs(t0, xi, ei) = R(t0(
√

1 − p2v2
a,t0), xi, ei) (9)177

where, Rs is the corrected reflection. The corrected reflections can then be linearly stacked178

or stacked using the phase-whited stacking (PWS) method (Schimmel & Paulssen, 1997).179

Here, we follow the equations in Pha.m and Tkali (2017). The analytical signals of the180

corrected reflections are defined as:181

Rs(t0, xi, ei) = Rs(t0, xi, ei) + iH(t0, xi, ei) = A(t0, xi, ei)e
iΦ(t0,xi,ei) (10)182

where H(t0, xi, ei) is the Hilbert transform of the original trace Rs(t0, xi, ei), and A(t0, xi, ei),183

Φ(t0, xi, ei) are the amplitude and phase components. Then the linear stack is weighted184

using the amplitude of the analytical phase average:185

R0,PWS(t0, xi) =
1

N

N∑
ei=1

Rs(t0, xi, ei)

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

N∑
ei=1

eiΦn(t0,xi,ei)

∣∣∣∣∣
η

(11)186

where η >= 0 is the PWS order and R0,PWS(t0, xi) is the phase-weighted stack. The187

order of PWS, η, controls the contribution of the overall coherency measure in the final188

stack. In our study, we found that a first order PWS (η = 1) is sufficient to suppress189

noise.190

2.4 Velocity analysis method191

We have presented the details of the proposed stacking method above. However,192

the arrival time formula (Equation 7) has other potential applications in addition to the193

moveout correction. It contains the relationship between the real arrival time (t) of the194

retrieved reflection, the vertical reflection time (t0), and the average P-wave velocity (Va)195

above an interface. Then, if we regard Va as an unknown quantity, we can express it as196

a continuously varying quantity. Here, we give the formula for velocity analysis based197

on Equation 7,198

Iv(t0, vi, xi) =
1

N

N∑
ei=1

R(t0(
√

1 − p2v2
i ), xi, ei) (12)199
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Figure 3. Illustration of the data processing workflow.

where, Iv is the linear-stack zero-offset reflection response for velocity analysis and vi200

is the stacking velocity variable. For each stations, Iv is a Va− t0 map, which is simi-201

lar to the velocity spectrum in exploration geophysics. In the Va − t0 map, there will202

be some energy groups. The maximum value of each energy group is the maximum am-203

plitude to which the corresponding reflection response can be superimposed.204

The PWS method also can be used in the velocity analysis step. In this case, Equa-205

tion 12 is rewriten as206

Iv,PWS(t0, vi, xi) =
1

N

N∑
iev=1

Rs(t0, vi, xi, iev)

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

N∑
iev=1

eiΦn(t0,vi,xi,iev)

∣∣∣∣∣
η

(13)207

where Iv,PWS is the phase-weighted stack for velocity analysis. Here, Rs has only one208

more vi parameter than in Equation 9, which means that the retrieved reflections R are209

corrected with the variable velocity vi instead of the reference velocity va,t0 . The com-210

plete data processing workflow is shown in Figure 3.211

First, mean removal and trend removal are performed on the raw vertical seismic212

records in the data preprocessing step. Since the autocorrelation method is a single sta-213

tion method, the effect of the instrumental response removal is minor (Gorbatov et al.,214

2013), so removing the instrument response is optional in the data preprocessing step.215

Then, the preprocessed data is filtered to a suitable frequency range to facilitate the se-216

lection of ideal events. Ideal events are those with a clear P-wave onset and with no no-217

ticeable noise prior to the P-wave onset. Additionally, the absence of interference from218

other strong amplitude phases in the coda window is preferable. The selected events can219

be directly subjected to autocorrelation, or a spectral whitening step can be added be-220

fore the autocorrelation. On the one hand, spectral whitening can improve the high-frequency221

content of a single event, and on the other hand, it can balance the spectrum difference222

between different events. This is helpful for improving the signal-to-noise ratio of stack-223

ing results. The causal part (positive time part) of the autocorrelation result is the ex-224

tracted reflection response with a virtual source and geophone on the surface. The ex-225

tracted reflection responses are then used in the velocity analysis step (using Equations226

12 or 13). The va−t0 velocity analysis map contains focused energy clusters, and the227

coordinates of the local maximum of each energy cluster indicates the average velocity228

(va) and vertical two-way travel time (t0) above a certain interface. The depth of this229

–7–
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Figure 4. P-wave velocity of our 1-D model. The blue line represents the real velocity and the

red line represents the velocity estimated from velocity analysis.

interface can be calculated from va and t0. From the local maxima of multiple energy230

clusters, an average velocity curve can be determined in the subsequent superposition231

step. While this procedure is feasible for synthetic data testing, the complexity of field232

data may cause it to become unreliable at some stations. When a relatively good veloc-233

ity model is known, the known velocity model can be used in the stacking step. The stack-234

ing step can be done using a linear stack including the horizontal slowness correction (Equa-235

tion 8), or Equation 9 can first be used for the horizontal slowness correction, followed236

by the PWS method (Equation 11). The stacked reflection responses are then subjected237

to an elevation correction and a time-to-depth conversion to obtain the final image. Fi-238

nally, the structure may be interpreted based on the image. Here, the velocity analysis239

results become very important, because they indicate which reflections are reliable and240

which are not.241

2.5 Synthetic data test242

A four-layer, one-dimensional model (blue line in Figure 4) was used to test the ve-243

locity analysis method and stacking formula. The VP /VS ratio is 1.73. To obtain the syn-244

thetic data, we use the respknt program which was written by Randall (1994) and is based245

on Kennett (1983). A total of 93 records were modeled. The horizontal slowness of the246

incident plane-wave used for synthetic data was randomly picked from the range 0.04-247

0.08. The records have been filtered using a 4-points Butterworth bandpass filter with248

corners at 0.1-2.0 Hz before autocorrelation. The 93 autocorrelograms are arranged ac-249

cording to the horizontal slowness from small to large in Figure 5 (left panel). In this250

figure, the Moho reflection is distributed along the blue curve (the arrival time curve is251

calculated by Equation 7 with t0 = 11.975s and va = 6.05km/s). If we assume that252

the horizontal slowness parameter is known, we can stack these autocorrelograms with253

continuously varying velocity parameters. Only the correct velocity can make these au-254

tocorrelograms stack to the maximum value. Finally, we obtain the stacked autocorrel-255

ogram with varying velocity (that is the Va-t0 diagram). This is the theoretical basis of256

velocity analysis. Since no noise is added to the synthetic data and the spectrum com-257

ponents of different events are the same, the PWS method and spectral whitening were258

not used in this test.259

The velocity analysis result (calculated using Equation 12) is shown in the left panel260

of Figure 6. In order to suppress the influence of the source time function, the first 5s261

of records in the autocorrelograms were weakened by a Hanning window before veloc-262

ity analysis. There are two distinct energy groups along the reference average velocity263

–8–
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Figure 5. Sorted autocorrelograms with horizontal slowness arranged from small to large.

Horizontal slowness in the left panel ranged from 0.04 to 0.08, while in the right panel it ranges

from 0 to 0.04

Figure 6. Velocity analysis results of two datasets (left: horizontal slowness [0.040.08], right:

horizontal slowness [00.04]).
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Figure 7. Stacked zero-offset reflections after conversion to the depth domain

curve (blue line) at about the 10-second and 12-second positions. The local maxima of264

the two energy groups are marked by the green crosses that intersect the blue line. Their265

coordinates indicate average velocities (5.875 km/s and 6.05 km/s) and vertical two-way266

travel times (9.525 s and 11.975 s) corresponding to the two interfaces. Compared with267

the reference average velocity (5.89 km/s and 6.04 km/s) at same time, the errors in the268

estimated average velocity are 0.25% and 0.17%. Furthermore, we can estimate the depths269

of these two interfaces to be 27.98 kilometers and 36.22 kilometers, respectively, based270

on the estimated average velocity and vertical two-way travel time. Compared with the271

real depth of the two interfaces (28 km and 36 km), the errors in the estimated depth272

are only 0.07% and 0.61%. Therefore, the average velocity distribution and subsurface273

structures may be reasonably estimated based on this velocity analysis method.274

The energy group with a local maximum at (16.25 s, 4.425 km/s) may correspond275

to the PS reflection of the Moho, because it arrives later and has a low average veloc-276

ity compared to the reference average velocity. The energy group with a local maximum277

at (2.15 s, 4.15 km/s) corresponds to the PP reflection of the first interface. The other278

group with a local maximum at (2.875 s, 2.8 km/s) may correspond to the PS reflection279

of the first interface. The estimated average velocity above the first interface (4.15 km/s)280

deviates significantly from the reference value, with an error about 12.4%. This is be-281

cause the reflection in this frequency band is also affected by the source time function.282

If the frequency is increased, this method can also estimate the average velocity distri-283

bution and structures of the shallow subsurface.284

Furthermore, we estimated the interval velocity distribution based on the estimated285

average velocity and vertical two-way travel time. The result is shown by the red line286

in Figure 4. Except for the first layer, the estimated interval velocity is in good agree-287

ment with the real interval velocity.288

Next, the autocorrelograms are stacked using Equation 8 and converted from the289

time domain to the depth domain, referring to the theoretical P-wave average velocity.290

The result is shown in Figure 7. The two positive values at 28 km (yellow circle) and 36291

km (red circle) correctly indicate the two interface positions. Even the position of the292

first interface (5 km, marked by the green circle) also can be identified.293

In theory, for global phases (where the epicentral distance is greater than 120 de-294

grees, that is, the horizontal slowness is less than 0.04), there is no need to perform a295

slowness correction before stacking. Here we also give the autocorrelograms (right panel296

in Figure 5) and velocity analysis results (right panel in Figure 6) for this case. The cur-297

vature of the Moho reflection is small in the autocorrelograms, showing that the Moho298

reflection can be superimposed without a slowness correction. The velocity analysis re-299

sults also demonstrate this point. The Moho reflection energy cluster in the velocity anal-300

ysis result is not as focused as that of the teleseismic phases (horizontal slowness between301
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Figure 8. Location of station BOSA (red triangle) and distribution of selected events (blue

dots).

0.04 and 0.08). For a velocity of 0, that is, without slowness correction, the energy of302

the Moho reflection is also very strong. Although this method also locates the local max-303

imum of the Moho reflection energy cluster in this case, it is more difficult to locate this304

local maximum for the field data, due to the lower frequency and the presence of noise.305

Therefore, for the field data, we only use teleseismic phases with a horizontal slowness306

between 0.04 and 0.08.307

Therefore, this velocity analysis method makes it possible to directly estimate the308

velocity distribution and subsurface structures. More importantly, it can be used to vi-309

sualize the superposition process, which can help us distinguish between signals from true310

reflections and signals from interference.311

3 Field data test for station BOSA312

In this section, we first reproduce the work of Pha.m and Tkali (2017) to demon-313

strate the validity of the velocity analysis method. BOSA is a permanent station on the314

Kaapvaal craton, South Africa. The Moho discontinuity is sharp and flat in a broad area315

beneath the craton (James, 2003), which is useful for recovering reflections using tele-316

seismic P wave coda autocorrelation. The Moho discontinuity lies about 35 km below317

station BOSA, and both P and S wave velocities and density gradually increase with the318

depth in the crust. The average crustal P wave velocity is 6.37 km/s, so a conspicuous319

reflection from the Moho discontinuity will be recovered at about 11 s in the stacked au-320

tocorrelogram. These parameters allow us to perform a simple check of the validity of321

our method.322

We selected events with a magnitude greater than 5.5 in the GCMT catalog and323

an epicentral distance ranging from 30 to 95 degrees from 2010 to 2015. The window length324

is 80 s, starting at 20 s before the P onset. The raw records were first processed to the325

remove the mean and trend, and then band filtered to [0.1 2] Hz using a 4-point But-326

terworth filter. Then 117 events with clear a P-wave onset and a high signal-to-noise ra-327

tio were visually selected. The location of station BOSA and selected events are shown328

in Figure 8. Due to the difference in individual selection criteria, we chose more events329

than Pha.m and Tkali (2017) (about 80). This does not produce a significant difference330

in the stacked results, because the stacking step has good noise immunity.331

Next, the frequency spectra of selected events were whitened in a similar manner332

to Pha.m and Tkali (2017). However, we used a Gaussian smoothing method to obtain333

the smoothed amplitude spectrum rather than a running absolute mean. These meth-334

ods are equivalent in terms of spectral whitening. The Gaussian window width controls335
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Figure 9. Velocity results for station BOSA with different smoothing window widths, of 5, 10,

15, and 20 points.

the global amplitude information retained in the whitened spectrum. The autocorrel-336

ograms of the whitened records are calculated and the causal parts were chosen as the337

recovered reflections after inverting the polarity. The velocity analysis results of the re-338

covered reflections were calculated using Equation 13. The results of the velocity anal-339

ysis with different smoothing window widths are shown in Figure 9. All subfigures con-340

tain an energy cluster at about 11 s, which. corresponds to the reflection from the Moho341

discontinuity below the station. This peak in the energy cluster is marked by a green cross,342

with the estimated average velocity and two-way travel time shown at the right. For a343

smoothing window width of 5 points, the estimated average velocity (6.3 km/s) is very344

close to the known velocity (6.37 km/s). However, strong artifacts are present before 10345

s, which are related to the source time function. The other subfigures display the same346

estimated average velocity (6.1 km/s), which does not differ significantly from the known347

velocity. For a smoothing window width of 15 points, the energy cluster is more focused348

and the result contains fewer artifacts before 10 s than in the others. Hence, we consider349

a smoothing of 15 points to be optimal for spectral whitening. The recovered reflections350

for this case after moveout correction are shown in Figure 10. Coherent waveform are351

present at about 11 s.352

In order to verify the stability of this method, we implemented 10,000 velocity anal-353

ysis tests. In each test, 80% of the seismic records (94) were randomly selected from all354

117 seismic records. The average velocity and vertical two-way travel time estimated from355

each test is shown in Figure 11. The distribution of the estimated average velocity and356

two-way travel time are more concentrated, indicating that the method proposed in this357

paper has good stability. Their medians are 6.1 km/s and 10.975 s, respectively. The cal-358

culated depth of the Moho discontinuity is 33.5 km. However, the estimated average ve-359

locity still has some serious deviations, which are not shown in the figure due to the very360

few occurrences. These deviations represent the influence of the data selection on the361

results. Figure 12 shows the results of the velocity analysis for the most deviated data362
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Figure 10. Reflections below station BOSA after moveout correction with the estimated

average velocity (6.1 km/s).

Figure 11. Distribution of estimated average velocity and vertical two-way travel time.
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Figure 12. Velocity analysis result for the most deviated data set.

Figure 13. Location of the NCISP-6 seismic array. Red triangles represent 60 temporary

stations in this dense array. Blue lines represent faults in this area (Deng et al., 2003).

set. In this case, the energy cluster at about 11 s is unfocused, which serves as a guide363

to the user to re-select the data.364

Next, we will detail the processing workflow of our method as applied to the BOSA365

station. This method allows us to evaluate the reliability of the recovered reflection based366

on whether the energy cluster corresponding to the reflection is focused. This in turn367

guides us to select appropriate data and adjust the processing parameters. In addition,368

the estimated average velocity and two-way travel time allows us to directly estimate the369

depth of the Moho discontinuity when we do not fully understand the crustal velocity370

distribution. The above illustrates the successful application of our method in the case371

of sharp and flat Moho discontinuities. In the next section, we will examine the valid-372

ity of this method in relatively complex situations.373

4 Field data test for the NCISP-6 dense array374

To verify the effectiveness of our method in relatively complex situations, we chose375

a dense array (NCISP-6) in Northeast China. The array was deployed by the Institute376

of Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, under the North China In-377

terior Structure Project (NCISP). The location of the NCISP-6 seismic array and the378

faults in this area are shown in Figure 13.379
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Figure 14. Distribution of selected events for station NE33

The stations are regularly distributed along a straight line, which facilitates our380

subsequent imaging. Zheng et al. (2015) presented a seismic image across the North China381

Craton (NCC) and Central Asian Orogenic Belt (CAOB) using a velocity structure imag-382

ing technique for receiver functions from the dense array. They showed that the Moho383

discontinuity in the NCC is about 34 km and deepens slowly to 40 km in the CAOB. The384

crust-mantle transition zone is relatively sharp in most areas of NCC and CAOB, ex-385

cept for the thick transition zone in the Tanlu fault. These features are convenient for386

testing the application of our method in regions of gradual incline and thicker transition387

regions of the Moho discontinuity.388

4.1 Data selection and processing389

We first take NE33 station as an example to illustrate the data processing work-390

flow. First, we downloaded the events with epicentral distances between 30 and 95 de-391

grees and a magnitude greater than 5.5 in the IRIS data management center using JWEED.392

The records have a time length of 80 s, starting at 20 s before the P onset. The mean393

and trend are then removed from the raw data. In order to facilitate data selection, the394

frequency of the preprocessed data is first filtered to between 0.1 and 2.0 Hz using a 4-395

point Butterworth bandpass filter. The phases are visually selected to include those with396

a clear P onset and high SNR, for a final total of 127 phases. Figure 14 shows the dis-397

tribution of selected events.398

In the next step, the spectra of selected data is whitened and then autocorrelated.399

The spectral whitening method used here is similar to the method of Pha.m and Tkali400

(2017). The records are first converted to the frequency domain, then we use Gaussian401

smoothing to obtain a smoothed amplitude spectrum with a Gaussian smoothing win-402

dow width of 20 points. The whitened amplitude spectrum is equal to the ratio of the403

original amplitude spectrum and the smoothed amplitude spectrum. Then we convert404

the whitened amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum to the time domain and filter it405

to [0.1-1.0] Hz using a 4-point Butterworth bandpass filter. The causal part of the au-406

tocorrelograms is then taken as the extracted virtual reflection responses, the result of407

which is shown in Figure 15. It is evident that the frequency spectrum of the autocor-408

relogram of different events is principally the same in this case and that overall, there409

is a clear Moho reflection at the 10 s position.410

We then use Equation 13 to obtain the velocity analysis results (as shown in Fig-411

ure 16). An obvious Moho reflection energy cluster can be seen between 10 s and 12 s,412

and the energy cluster is distributed along the reference velocity curve (blue curve). The413

reference velocity model (Figure 17) was extracted from the study of Xin et al. (2019).414

According to the location of the local maximum of the Moho reflected energy cluster,415
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Figure 15. Autocorrelograms of station NE33 with spectral whitening.

Figure 16. Velocity analysis result for station NE33. The records before 10 s are tapered by a

Hanning window.

Figure 17. P-wave velocity below NCISP-6
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Table 1. Velocity analysis summary

Station F/N Es SW Station F/N Es SW Station F/N Es SW

NE00 F 50 40 NE21 F 56 50 NE41 F 83 30
NE01 N 55 – NE22 F 79 50 NE42 F 71 20
NE02 F 38 10 NE23 N 52 – NE43 F 92 10
NE03 F 52 30 NE24 F 86 70 NE44 F 103 10
NE04 F 43 60 NE25 F 82 70 NE45 F 62 10
NE05 F 52 50 NE26 N 75 – NE46 F 58 30
NE06 F 43 10 NE27 N 84 – NE47 F 92 10
NE07 F 65 40 NE28 N 89 – NE48 F 56 10
NE08 F 61 10 NE29 F 51 70 NE49 F 79 10
NE09 F 82 20 NE30 F 68 40 NE50 N 73 –
NE10 F 66 30 NE31 F 71 40 NE51 N 51 –
NE11 N 74 – NE32 F 69 20 NE52 F 65 20
NE12 F 72 10 NE33 F 127 20 NE53 F 75 30
NE14 F 53 10 NE34 N 54 – NE54 F 69 40
NE15 F 54 40 NE35 F 57 50 NE55 F 75 50
NE16 F 45 40 NE36 F 67 20 NE56 F 78 10
NE17 F 41 20 NE37 F 74 10 NE57 N 52 –
NE18 F 45 20 NE38 F 75 50 NE58 F 86 20
NE19 N 21 – NE39 N 101 – NE59 F 74 10
NE20 F 60 20 NE40 F 83 50 NE60 F 57 20

aF/N denotes whether the energy cluster is focused or not.
bEs denotes the number of events selected.
cSW denotes the smoothing window width for spectral whitening.

we estimate that the average velocity of the crust is 6.1 km/s, which is consistent with416

the reference velocity. Based on this average velocity and the corresponding vertical two-417

way travel time (10.525 s) of the Moho reflection, we calculate the Moho depth below418

station NE33 to be approximately 32 kilometers. This is also in good agreement with419

the result of the receiver function (about 33 km, in Zheng et al. (2015)).420

4.2 Results421

We processed the data of the other 59 stations using the same procedure as at sta-422

tion NE33 (including spectral whitening and the PWS method). Due to space limita-423

tions, we summarize the velocity analysis results of all stations in Table 1. As shown in424

Table 1, obvious Moho-reflected energy clusters can be seen in the velocity analysis re-425

sults of 48 stations (about 80%). This indicates good generalization of the velocity anal-426

ysis method in the field data. Figure 18 presents several examples of these results. For427

the stations that have clear Moho reflection energy groups, such as stations NE9, NE21,428

NE41, and NE56, we consider their stacked reflections to be reliable. These velocity anal-429

ysis results therefore provide an important reference that allows us to explain the stacked430

reflections.431

The extracted reflections of 60 stations were stacked using Equations 9 and 11 where432

the first 10 seconds of each record was tapered. The reflections of the stations without433

clear Moho reflection energy group in the velocity analysis result were removed and lin-434

early interpolated by neighboring stations. The interpolated results are shown in Fig-435

ure 19. A clear and continuous Moho reflection can be seen at a position of more than436

10 seconds in the figure. Next, we used an average velocity of 5 km/s to correct the sta-437

tion elevation to 0 meters. The reflection records were then converted to the depth do-438
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Figure 18. Examples of velocity results containing a clear energy group for the reflection from

the Moho discontinuity.

Figure 19. The recovered reflections from the Moho discontinuity below the NCISP-6 dense

array.
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Figure 20. P-wave reflection image of crust-mantle structures below the NCISP-6 dense array.

Black lines represent the Moho resolved by a receiver function. The lines were drawn by reference

to Figure 3b in Zheng et al. (2015). Green lines represent a discontinuity in the lower crust.

Figure 21. Velocity results of station NE18 at Tanlu fault

main according to the reference velocity model (Figure 17). The final imaging result is439

shown in Figure 20.440

The position and shape of the Moho reflection in Figure 20 is very similar to the441

result of the receiver function (Figure 2a in Zheng et al. (2015)), but our result displays442

more detail. Specifically, in most areas of the NCC (longitude range of 119.5 to 123 de-443

grees), the depth of the Moho is about 32 kilometers. The Moho deepens to about 38444

kilometers in the transition zone between the NCC and the E-CAOB (longitude range445

of 118.5 to 119.5 degrees). On the east side of the NCC (longitude greater than 123 de-446

grees), the Moho also deepens to about 35 kilometers. These characteristics are also con-447

sistent with the distribution of faults in Figure 13. At the Tanlu fault (longitude near448

122.5 degrees), the depth of the Moho is about 40 kilometers, whereas for example, the449

Moho below station NE18 is at a depth of about 43 kilometers. The velocity analysis450

results show this feature. (Figure 21). These features are consistent with the interpre-451

tation of the receiver function (black lines in Figure 20).452

5 Conclusions453

We proposed a new velocity analysis method based on the horizontal slowness ar-454

rival formula. In the velocity analysis results, reliable reflections correspond to focused455

energy clusters along the reference velocity. Therefore, this method may become a stan-456

dard for testing the reliability of reflections extracted by autocorrelation. Similarly to457

the h−κ stacking method (Zhu & Kanamori, 2000) in the receiver function study, the458

velocity analysis result provides an average velocity above the interface and the verti-459

cal two-way travel time of the reflected wave, then calculates the depth of the interface.460

The synthetic data tests indicate the reliability of this method. Through velocity461

analysis, we can determine which stacked reflections are reliable and which are not. Based462
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on the average velocity distribution and the vertical two-way travel time provided by the463

velocity analysis results, we can even construct a relatively reliable velocity model. The464

field data test for bedrock station BOSA illustrates the successful application of the method465

in the case of a sharp and flat Moho discontinuity.466

We also applied this method to the field data of the NCISP-6 dense array. Focused467

energy clusters of the Moho reflection can be clearly seen in the velocity analysis results468

of more than 80% of the stations. This demonstrates the applicability of this method469

to field data and through these focused energy clusters, we can evaluate the reliability470

of the extracted reflections. In the final image, the depth and shape of the Moho discon-471

tinuity are consistent with the result of the receiver function method. This validates the472

robustness of this method in relatively complex situations.473

Not only can the velocity analysis results be used for final interpretation, but, it474

also aids in selecting appropriate parameters (data selection, filter frequency band, and475

spectrum whitening parameters, etc.) in the data processing step. Data selection and476

velocity analysis results can be easily realized by machine learning, which will help the477

method find applications to large-scale data in the future.478

Obtaining a reliable reflected wave is the basis of using reflected waves to invert479

the velocity structure. With this foundation, we can use Bayesian inversion and other480

methods to invert the velocity structure. It can also be combined with the receiver func-481

tion, the surface wave dispersion curve, gravity, and electromagnetic data. Finally, this482

method may be extended to the autocorrelation results of the radial component to ob-483

tain reliable S-wave reflections.484
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